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Femtosecond studies of electrons in liquids
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Femtosecond time-resolved measurements were performed on the geminate recombination and solvation of
electrons in liquids. The electrons were generated by multiphoton ionization in neat water and alkanes and by
multiphoton detachment from Cl- and OH - ions in aqueous solution. For the neat liquids, the results are com-
pared with the Onsager model of ion-pair recombination. An isotope effect is observed in the dynamics of both
solvation and recombination in neat D20 relative to H20. Studies with improved time resolution of electron
solvation in neat water have measured the formation, decay, and absorption spectrum of the wet electron, i.e.,
the presolvated electron. By the discovery of an isosbestic wavelength, the formation of the wet electron is
shown to involve two states; i.e., the transition is not continuous. The picture of the wet electron as an excited
state of the solvated electron is presented. The differences in the solvation dynamics of electrons that are gen-
erated from neat water and from OH- and Cl- ions show that short-range molecular effects are important.

1. INTRODUCTION

The properties of electrons in liquids have been of great
interest to a large community of researchers since the dis-
covery of electrons in liquid ammonia more than 100 years
ago by Weyl.'-7 In particular, electrons in aqueous solu-
tion, i.e., solvated electrons, have long ago been recognized
to be relevant to a wide variety of physical problems, such
as electrons in amorphous solids,7 and biological problems,
such as electron transfer.8 Clearly, a better understand-
ing of the solvated electron will greatly advance the under-
standing at a microscropic level of many chemical, physical,
and biological processes.

Previously, high-energy electron beams were used to
study electrons in liquids.3 6 However, this method suf-
fers from several significant drawbacks. First, owing to
the highly energetic electrons used, it was impossible to
ensure that secondary reactions were not masking the dy-
namics of interest. Often multiple electron-cation pairs
in close proximity (spurs) were produced, thereby making
it difficult to interpret the data. Second, these studies
did not have sufficient time resolution to study fast pro-
cesses such as electron solvation or electron-cation recom-
bination. Femtosecond spectroscopy solves both these
fundamental problems. In addition to permitting time
resolution of many of the fundamental processes that in-
volve the interaction of an electron with a solvent, with
the peak powers that are typically available from an am-
plified colliding-pulse mode-locked laser (I 1013 W/cm2)
femtosecond spectroscopy allows only single electron-
cation pairs to be produced.

In previous publications we discussed studies of
electron-cation recombination in neat alkanes and neat
water and electron-atom geminate recombination in
aqueous ionic solution.9-" In this paper we will present
new data on electron-cation recombination in a series of
alkanes. These results and our measurements in H20
and D2 0 will be compared with the Onsager model of
geminate electron-cation recombination. Because of
their improved time resolution, these studies have made it

possible to test more definitively whether classical diffu-
sion can be used to describe electron-cation recombina-
tion in neat liquids. 3

Experiments with electron solvation in neat water and
in electrolyte solutions will be presented. Studies with
improved time resolution have measured the formation,
decay, and absorption spectra of the wet electron. 4 The
discovery of an isosbestic point, i.e., a wavelength at which
the absorption is constant as the solvated electron appears,
shows for the first time to our knowledge that the wet-to-
solvated electron transition involves only two states. In
other words, the transition is not continuous. This is
fundamentally inconsistent with the dielectric-relaxation
picture of electron solvation. The picture of the wet elec-
tron as an excited state of the solvated electron is pre-
sented. Electrons that are photodetached from simple
ions exhibit quite different solvation and recombination
dynamics than electrons that are photoionized from neat
water. Strong evidence is found for molecular effects on
the solvation and recombination dynamics of an electron
that is photodetached from a simple ion.

2. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments reported here were all performed by
using an amplified colliding-pulse mode-locked dye laser
that generated a 10-Hz train of pulses (625-nm, 300-
500 /iJ/pulse, full width at half-maximum, 80-100 fsec).
A diagram of the pump-probe scheme that was used in
these experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The pump beam
was formed by frequency doubling the colliding-pulse
mode-locked beam with a 200-Am P-barium borate (BBO)
crystal. The pump-probe apparatus that was used is
shown in Fig. 2. The probe beam either was a small frac-
tion of the remaining fundamental or was part of a white-
light continuum that was created by focusing the funda-
mental beam into a 1-cm path-length D20 cell. A usable
continuum was created from 400 to 1300 nm. Different
wavelengths were selected by using the appropriate broad-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of pump-probe scheme used for ex-
periments discussed in this paper. A femtosecond UV-pulse
three-photon ionizes a solvent molecule. Either the cation or
electron produced can be monitored in time by measuring the
transient absorption in the visible or the IR.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. DC's,
dichroic beam splitters; BS, beam splitters; PD's, photodiodes; F,
interference filter; S, sample.

band (10-nm full width at half-maximum) interference
filter. The recorded signal was the difference of the
probe beam and a reference, divided by the reference.
Typically, changes in transmission of the order of 10' can
be measured.

The neat alkanes were purified by column distillation
before use. The H20 was high-pressure liquid-chromatog-

raphy grade, the D20 was 99.95% isotope purity, and the
salts were from Aldrich and were used as received.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section is divided into two parts: Subsection 3.A is
a discussion of the theory of solvation dynamics. The
dielectric-continuum model (DCM) and more sophisticated
theoretical approaches are discussed. Subsection 3.B is a
discussion of geminate-pair recombination for both ion
pairs, the so-called Onsager theory, and neutral-pair re-
combination for which no attractive force is present.

A. Electron Solvation Dynamics
One of the early theories of solvation is the DCM.'5-17 In
this model the solvent that surrounds the electron or dipole
is treated as a continuum dielectric with a frequency-
dependent dielectric constant E(o). The dielectric re-
sponse times are given by the transverse time TD and the
longitudinal time TL by TD(8,,/8o). In more recent years
there have been a number of more sophisticated treat-
ments and applications of the DCM of electron solva-
tion.'51

23 Analytic molecular theories that go beyond the
predictions of the DCM are scarce, the most notable being
the mean-spherical-approximation model that was origi-
nated by Wolynes and extended by other researchers.2 4

-
2 6

Because of the complexity of the interactions of an elec-
tron with a polar-fluid-like water, it would be surprising if
analytic theories alone could completely solve this problem.
Perhaps the best hope for a theoretical understanding of
solvation dynamics comes from computer simulations.
Recent studies that used path-integral Monte Carlo tech-
niques have included attempts to calculate the equilibrium
solvated-electron absorption spectra in water.27 28 There
have already been quantum-mechanical simulations of sol-
vation dynamics in water.2 '30 Most relevant to our re-
search are the studies of Rossky and Schnitker, who have
predicted time-dependent spectra for the electron.29 In
addition, isotope effects on the solvation dynamics of an
electron in water were predicted recently by Barnett
et al.30 A detailed comparison of our solvation data with
the results of simulations is in progress.

B. Electron-Cation Geminate Recombination
It was realized long ago by Onsager that the motion of
thermalized electrons in some liquids could be described
as diffusional.3 ' This theory, the Onsager model, assumes
that electron-recombination kinetics can be described by
a Brownian particle in the presence of a Coulombic field;
see Fig. 3. Below we will briefly discuss the assumptions
that underlie this theory. To begin, we require an equa-
tion for the electron probability density, p(r, t). We can
use conservation of probability,

ap(r, t) + div j = 0,
at (1)

to relate p(r, t) to j, the probability current, which can be
written as the sum of two terms, the Fick's law or free-
diffusion term and the drift term; drift is caused by the
external electric field of tlie cation:

j = -DVp + /.LEextP, (2)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of Onsager model of geminate electron-
cation recombination. The motion of the electron is assumed to
be a Brownian particle inside a Coulombic force field. The rele-
vant length scale is the Onsager radius, i.e., the distance at which
the potential energy is equal to kT.

electron starts out thermalized at a distance r from the
cation at t = 0. Onsager was the first person to study
this problem quantitatively; he found that the asymptotic
value of fQ, (t - oo) was given by the simple result

Q(r) = exp(-rc/r). (8)

Simple derivations of this result and generalizations of it
have been done by Tachiaya. 2 Several others have
worked on approximate solutions to the more general
time-dependent problem.3 3 34 Hong and Noolandi have
developed an exact analytic solution to the problem.3 5

Unfortunately, their solution is quite complex; however,
they have numerically solved for fl(r, t) by using their ana-
lytic results. 6 35

Neutral-pair recombination has been studied by many
workers. To the best of our knowledge, the first calcula-
tion of the geminate-pair recombination kinetics was done
by Collins and Kimball.36 The force between the two par-
ticles was taken to be zero, so that the finite sizes of the
particles had to be included in order for recombination to
take place. The result that these authors obtained for the
escape probability fl(r, t), is relatively simple:

fl(R, t) = 1 - R- erfc R X
E -qionr(3Eext = 2(3)

where e is the elementary charge, e is the dielectric con-
stant, D is the diffusion coefficient, and 1L is the electron
mobility, i.e., the ratio of the drift velocity to the applied
electric field. The electron-diffusion coefficient is related
to the low-field electron mobility, which can be measured
experimentally, by an Einstein relation

kT
D=-,u. (4)

e

This equation is often put into the following form:

ap = D div{exp(r,/r)V[exp(-r,/r)]}, (5)
at

where r, is the so-called Onsager radius, which is

e2
C - -kT' (6)

The Onsager radius is the distance at which the potential
energy of the electron-cation pair is equal to the thermal
energy kT. For a typical alkane at room temperature, rc
is -300 A. This does not vary by more than 5% for the
alkanes that are considered in this study. However, for
water the Onsager length is -7 A, if the static dielectric
constant is used. In an experiment one measures not
p(r, r', t), the probability density that the electron at r at
t = 0 is at r' at time t, but the time-dependent survival
probability, QI(r, t). is simply related to p(r, r', t) by
Eq. (7):

fl(r, t) = lim | dr'r'2 47rp(r, r' t). (7)

Physically, fl(r, t) is the probability of the electron's escap-
ing recombination with the parent cation, given that the

(9)

where D is the mutual diffusion coefficient, R is the initial
separation distance of the two particles, and ra is the reac-
tion radius, i.e., the sum of the particle radii. This result
also assumes that there is no significant barrier to the
reaction, and thus the rate constant is diffusion limited.

There are many implicit assumptions in the above theo-
ries. We assume that on the time scale of these measure-
ments the motion of the electron is diffusive. This can be
roughly justified by the following argument. From the
experimental electron mobility, a friction coefficient and
an effective collision time can be found. With the ther-
mal velocity of the electron, a mean free path for the elec-
tron can be calculated. In the case of iso-octane this path
is -2 A. Since this length is much shorter than either
the Onsager length (300 A) or the thermalization distance,
the motion can be considered to be diffusive. Recent
simulations by Schnitker and Rossky have shown that a
solvated electron in water moves diffusionally on the pi-
cosecond time scale.37 The finite sizes of the cation and
the electron are neglected in the Onsager problem. This
is not important for the alkane results but is possibly im-
portant for electron recombination in water; see Section 4.
Furthermore, the possibility of hydrodynamic interac-
tions has not been considered in detail; however, the
strength of those interactions would be expected to be
weak compared with that of the Coulombic interaction.3 3

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electrons in Neat Alkanes
Early experimental work on electrons in nonpolar liquids
involved the measurement of electron mobilities and re-
combination escape yields.3 9-4 However, as we men-
tioned in Section 1, these studies could not address many
fundamental question concerning electrons in liquids.
With the development of amplified picosecond and fem-
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Fig. 4. Electron-cation geminate recombination in iso-octane
(2,2,4-trimethylpentane) after UV pump pulse (small dots;
T = 296 K, Aprobe = 625 nm). The Hong-Noolandi 3 5 prediction
is superimposed (large dots), with (r) = 54 A (exponential distri-
bution), .L = 5.8 cm2 sec'1 V-l, T = 296 K, E = 1.94; see text for
further details.

tosecond lasers in recent years, there has been a renewed
interest in this problem. Several studies have been done
with picosecond laser pulses or electron beams.'3 4 2'4 3

However, these studies did not have sufficient time reso-
lution to resolve the recombination dynamics fully.
Femtosecond spectroscopy solves these fundamental
experimental problems by improving the time resolution
and permitting the photoionization of neat liquids as well
as solutes.

In Fig. 4, typical data for iso-octane (2,2,4-trimethyl-
pentane), taken with a 625-nm probe pulse, is shown.
The results at 1000 and 625 nm show the same kinetic
behavior as for iso-octane. These measurements indicate
that the electron-cation geminate recombination in the
nearly spherical, high-electron-mobility solvent (electron
low-field drift mobility t = 5.8 cm2 V-I sec'; see Table 1)
is essentially finished in -1 psec. With the solutions to
the Onsager model obtained by Hong-Noolandi theory, a
more careful analysis of our kinetics can be done. The
Hong-Noolandi calculation3 5 describes the geminate re-
combination kinetics for a single cation-electron pair at a
given initial distance of separation. It is physically more

reasonable to assume that a distribution of separation dis-
tances is formed during the thermalization of the ejected
electrons. Following the approach of Scott and Braun, 3

we integrate over a distribution of electron-cation ther-
malization distances g(r), where fl(r, t) is the electron sur-
vival probability as a function of time for a given initial
electron-cation separation:

(t) = f d3 rg(r)fl(r, t) . (10)

We used an exponential distribution of thermalization
distances,

g(r) = 8irL3 exp(-r/L). (11)

It should be noted that a Gaussian distribution gave simi-
lar results. A simple calculation shows that (r), the mean
distance, is 3L for the exponential distribution given in
Eq. (11).44 A fit was done by varying L and using the ex-
perimentally known value for _. It is known that in high
fields the assumption of a linear response is not valid.40

However, the kinetics of geminate recombination will be
determined chiefly by the length of time that the electron
spends far from the cation, where the Coulombic attraction
is weaker, rather than by the shorter time that the elec-
tron spends near the cation, where the field is high and
the assumptions that are inherent in a continuum descrip-
tion of the solvent will break down. Thus we believe that
this approach gives a valid first approximation. The
above analysis yields a mean electron thermalization dis-
tance of 54 A in iso-octane. We estimate the error in our
approximation of (r) to be ±20%. The error is relatively
large in the alkanes because the final escape yield is only
a small fraction of the electrons produced and is therefore
just slightly above the signal-to-noise level. As expected,
our r is much smaller than the value of 105 A obtained by
Schmidt and Allen, who used electron-beam methods.4 '
This difference was expected; the initial excess energy of
the electrons that are produced by electron-beam excita-
tion should be larger because the incident electron is
highly energetic. In our experiments the excitation en-
ergy is only 3-4 eV greater than the ionization potential.

The electron-cation geminate recombination dynamics
in n-octane, probed at 1000 nm, is shown in Fig. 5 along
with the Hong-Noolandi prediction. In both cases the
signal begins to level off after -30 psec. A constant back-

Table 1. Solvent Parameters
Solvent A, (cm2 V-1 se-) p (g/cm 3 ) I.P. (eV)gsa I.P. (eV)iiq 8

n-Octane 0.04 0.7025 1.944
n-Hexane 0.09 0.6603 10.18 8.7 1.885
n-Pentane 0.15 0.6262 10.35 8.86 1.842
2-Methylpentane 0.29 0.6532 10.12 1.901
2,3-Dimethylbutane 1.1 0.6616 10.02 1.953
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane 7 0.6919 9.86 8.38 1.936
2,2-Dimethylbutane 12 0.6485 10.06 8.49 1.926
2,2,4,4,-Trimethylpentane 24 0.7195

'IP., ionization potential.
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Fig. 5. Electron-cation geminate recombination in octane after
UV pump pulse small dots; T = 296 K, Aprobe = 1000 nm). The
Hong-Noolandi3 prediction (large dots) is superimposed, with
(r) = 48 A (exponential distribution), . = 0.041 cm2/sec-l V-1,
T = 296 K, E = 1.9; see text for further details.

Wiesenfeld and Ippen showed that electron solvation
occurs in -0.3 psec.49 Studies by Migus et al. followed the
dynamics of an electron in neat water. 0 The wet elec-
tron was found to undergo a transition to the fully solvated
electron in a time approximately equal to the longitudinal
dielectric relaxation time in water. Migus et al. claimed
that their experimental measurements supported the exis-
tence of only two states, the wet and the solvated electron;
however, this important point could not be established
from their data, since both the wet and the solvated elec-
tron absorb in the IR and in the visible regions that were
probed. 0 In order to clarify the situation, we have done
experiments with better time resolution and have found
strong experimental evidence for the two-state picture
by demonstrating the existence of an isosbestic point in
the dynamics of the wet-to-solvated electron transition.1 4

This establishment of the two-state model for the transi-
tion of the wet electron to the solvated electron is funda-
mentally inconsistent with the dielectric-relaxation
picture of electron solvation.

1.2

ground that is caused by excited state absorption has been
subtracted. This is consistent with the room-temperature
fluorescence lifetime of n-octane, 1.4 nsec.4 5 Again, it is
interesting to compare our data with predictions by the
theory of Hong and Noolandi. As before, the mobility
used was the experimentally known value for the low-field
drift mobility, and the thermalization distance was varied.
A mean electron thermalization length of 48 A was ob-
tained. This result is consistent with that of the studies
by Braun and Scott.'3 They obtained an electron ther-
malization length of 42 A for n-hexane. However, in their
experiments a solute was used, and a different amount of
excess energy was assigned to the ejected electron. As
expected, these numbers are smaller than the typical
thermalization lengths that are obtained by electron-
beam excitation for linear alkanes, 60-70 A.4 So that we
could further examine the kinetics of geminate recombi-
nation, the temperature of the sample was varied. These
measurements are qualitatively consistent with the diffu-
sion picture and will be discussed in a later publication.

Similar results have been obtained in a series of neat
alkanes. Representative results are shown in Fig. 6 for
n-hexane and 2,3-methylbutane (isohexane). The same
qualitative trends that were found in octane and iso-
octane were found to be true in general. The geminate
recombination was found to be faster in spherical, high-
mobility hydrocarbons. Similar results were obtained
when the Onsager model predictions were compared with
our measurements and will be discussed in more detail in
a later publication.

B. Electrons in Neat Water

1. Solvation Dynamics
Electron-solvation dynamics in water has been of great
interest for many years.4 6 4 8 Electron pulse radiolysis
studies showed that the aqueous electron formed very
quickly, i.e., in less than a few picoseconds. Early sub-
picosecond studies in aqueous ferrocyanide solution by
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Fig. 7. Time evolution of the aqueous electron, probed at the isos-
bestic wavelength (820 nm).

The two-state model implies that a wet electron, which
is identifiable by its characteristic absorption spectrum,
undergoes a transition to the solvated electron. Thus
there would be only two species present in the kinetics
rather than a series of wet-electron species that have their
own spectra and evolve to the final solvated electron. In
the two-state model, if the absorption spectra of the two
species (states) overlap, then there must be a wavelength
at which the two spectra intersect and therefore have the
same absorption coefficient . The wavelength of equal
absorption is called the isosbestic point. A consequence
of the presence of an isosbestic point can be seen by con-
sidering the absorption A(t) at a time t and wavelength A:

A(t) = BwetNwet(t) + s..N80l(t), (12)

where Nwet(t) and Ni01(t) are the concentrations of wet and
solvated electrons, respectively, at time t. At the isosbestic
wavelength Al, Ewet = E,,01 and A(t) = wet[Nwet(t) + Nsai(t)].
The kinetics at Al would therefore be constant after the
wet electron is generated, since the total electron con-
centration N(t) is conserved. At other wavelengths the
kinetics should involve a rise or decay, depending on
whether the solvated or the wet electron has the larger
absorption coefficient. To find the isosbestic point, we
scanned from the IR to the visible. At 820 nm the isos-
bestic point was found in the formation of the solvated
electron from the wet electron, Fig. 7. In other words,
the absorption coefficients of the wet and the solvated
electron are equal, so that for our experiments the two
species are identical, and the transition of the wet elec-
tron to the solvated electron is irrelevant. We corrected
for a small decay, which is present at times greater than
1 psec owing to the much slower geminate recombination
of the solvated electron, by using our previous experimen-
tal results. A more detailed discussion of the solvated-
electron geminate recombination is given below, in this
section. The existence of an isosbestic point is strong
evidence that the wet-to-solvated electron transition in-
volves only two states.

Accordingly, we used a simple kinetic model in order to
fit the data:

equa fre ewet X e,,,. (13)

By solving the rate equations, one obtains

N(t) N [ (ewt - s 1 )exp(-k2t) + Esol

+ (k2Esol - kwet) (exp(kit)]. (14)

No is the number of electrons made by the ionizing pump
pulse. Our experimental results show that the wet-
electron formation time, 1/k,, is 180 40 fsec. At wave-
lengths other than the isosbestic point, the decay or rise
that is due to the wet-electron disappearance causes the
fit to be ambiguous and the determination of the rate con-
stant k, to be uncertain. The lifetime of the wet electron,
1/k2, was found to be 540 ± 50 fsec. The overall average
solvation time of 350 fsec that was found in our early mea-
surements is consistent with our new results; i.e., fitting a
two-component rise to a single-exponential rise yields
350 fsec for these measurements. 10 ' 2 When we use the
known values for the solvated-electron absorption,5 the
wet-electron absorption spectra can be inferred without
relying on absolute absorption measurements (Fig. 8).
The similarity of the wet-electron absorption to that of
the solvated electrons is striking. It can be seen that the
wet-electron absorption has a blue tail that extends past
2.5 eV; in addition, the absorption has a broad maximum
near 900 nm or 1.4 eV, and the overall absorption strength
is similar to that of the solvated electron.

We must now consider the physical implication of these
results. Our experimental results show that the wet elec-
tron forms within 180 fsec after the photoionization of the
water molecule. This time is interpreted as the total time
that is needed for the electron to localize in a preexisting
trap5 2 followed by a further deepening of the well to a con-
figuration that is appropriate to the wet electron. By the
discovery of an isosbestic point, the two-state model is
verified. This suggests that the wet electron is really
an excited state of the solvated electron. This would
quite naturally lead to the two states seen in the dynam-
ics. The excited state is likely to be the lowest excited
state that corresponds to a p-like-state electron distribu-
tion. We therefore see that the rate-limiting step in the
solvation dynamics of the electron is really an energy-
relaxation process, referred to as a radiationless transi-
tion in molecules, that is consistent with the nonadiabatic
process hypothesized by Rossky and Schnitker.29 One
anticipates that the internal conversion process can
be described by the terms that were neglected in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, as is the case with
molecules. For the solvated electron, it is reasonable to
say that the relevant motions may be water vibrations and
translations.

We have examined the solvation dynamics of an electron
in D20. We found that the solvation dynamics are ap-
proximately 30% slower in D20 than in H20. Although
this result is consistent with the prediction of the DCM
because of an increase in the dielectric-relaxation time,5 3

the observed two-state dynamics and the hypothesis that
the wet electron is an excited state of the solvated electron
is fundamentally inconsistent with the DCM. The differ-
ence in the solvation dynamics could be due to the lowering
of intermolecular and intramolecular vibrations and rota-
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2. Geminate Recombination
Typical data for pulse radiolysis of water at three di:
probe wavelengths is plotted in Fig. 9. All studied
lengths show the same kinetic behavior.'0 " Sinc(
is no clear wavelength dependence of the data, the
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that are known to be produced by pulse radiolysis o:
absorb weakly in the UV and have no absorption
visible. Therefore we can be confident that we ar
ing only at the solvated electron. With respect to t
sibility of the solvated electron's undergoing a que
reaction, it is well established that reactions of t
vated electron with good quenchers, such as 02, 
important on the picosecond time scale.46 In addi
is generally believed that the water cation is unst
liquid water and within a few tens of femtoseconds
with neutral water to form H30+ and OH (Ref. 56'

H20' + H20 OH- + H30,

eaq- + H30+ H20 + 2 H2 ,
2

eaq- +OH ->OH-.

the interpretation of these measurements is quite difficult
at best. The possibility of nongeminate recombination
and complex spur dynamics cannot be neglected. From
the solvated-electron geminate recombination kinetics
in D20, we find that the recombination is slower and
more electrons appear to escape recombination. If more
electrons escape recombination, then the electron thermal-
ization distance must be larger in D20. Transport proper-
ties, such as diffusion coefficients and viscosity, determine
only the time-dependent kinetics of the system, whereas

__ the escape yield given by the Onsager result is dependent
2.5 only on the initial electron-cation separation distance.

To estimate the solvated-electron thermalization distance
carefully and to verify the existence of an isotope depen-

solvated dence on the electron thermalization distance, we have
viation. compared our data with values predicted by the Onsager
l in the model of electron-cation recombination. Results of the

fitting are shown in Fig. 9. The agreement of the solvat-
ed-electron geminate recombination data in D20 with the
Onsager model is quite good. With an exponential distri-
bution of solvated electrons, a thermalization length of

al con- 12.4 ± 0.3 A is obtained. The error in the estimate of the
*e note thermalization distance in water is much less than for the
h fluo- alkanes because of the much smaller escape yield. Simi-
ualita- lar estimates (15 A) for the electron thermalization
er and length can be obtained by several simpler methods as

well.'0 1 Measurements by more indirect methods and
calculations support the idea of a short electron thermal-
ization length in water., 59 The comparison of the

fferent Onsager model with solvated-electron geminate recombi-
I wave- nation in H2 0 was not as good. The approximate ther-
e there malization distance in H2 0 is 11.5 ± 0.5 A. Estimates
results from the Onsager model indicate that the isotope effect
s being results in a larger thermalization length for D2 0 than in
species H2 0. We believe that the physical basis for a larger ther-
f water
in the

-e look-
he pos-
nching

the sol-
ire not
tion, it
able in
3 reacts

(14)

Thus we are actually observing the recombination of the
solvated electron and the H30+. The solvated electron
can also react with the OH radical; however, since there is
a Coulombic attraction between the solvated electron and
the cation at short times, the dominant reaction is the
electron's recombining with the cation.

We have also examined the recombination dynamics
of solvated electrons in D2 0. A clear isotope effect is ob-
served. Electron-pulse radiolysis experiments have seen
isotope effects on the nanosecond time scale"; however,

U>

E
L
0
,C

(I,

50 100
Time (psec)

150

Fig. 9. Geminate recombination of solvated electron in H2O and
D20, superimposed with fits to the Onsager model of geminate
electron-cation recombination. D = 13.5 x 10-5 cm2/sec in
H2O; for D20 the diffusion coefficient was assumed to scale with
viscosity. Thermalization lengths of 12.4 A for D2 0 and 11.5 A
for H2O were found. Possible explanations for the deviation be-
tween the Onsager model and the recombination in water are dis-
cussed in the text.
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malization length for D2 0 than H2 0 is a less efficient en-
ergy transfer from the hot photoionized electron to D2 0
than to H20. Thus more collision-transfer steps are
needed to thermalize the hot electron in D2 0 than in H20,
so a larger thermalization distance results.

C. Electrons Photodetached from Simple Ions in Water
For many years it has been known that many simple ions,
e.g., OH- and Cl-, have strong, broad, featureless absorp-
tions in the UV It was first noticed more than 30 years
ago that, when these ions absorbed light, solvated electrons
were produced.60' 6' Originally it was thought that photo-
ionization was occurring; however, this was later shown
to be an incomplete explanation. This transition is called
a charge transfer to the solvent spectrum.62 6 4 The gen-
erally accepted picture is the following. On absorbing
light, the solvated ion goes into an excited state in which
the electron is spread over the H2 0 molecules that sur-
round the ion. Experimentally it is found that a large
fraction of these electrons then escape over the barrier
and become solvated electrons. In this paper we report
on the solvation dynamics and geminate recombination
dynamics of electrons that are produced by charge trans-
fers to the solvent spectrums.

Figure 10 shows the appearance of the solvated electron
in neat water and a 1 M solution of NaCl. The electron
that originates from the Cl- solvates significantly slower
than the electron from the H2 0. When the signal from
n-octane is used as an instrumental response, a rise time
of 500 fsec is found for the Cl-, compared with 350 fsec for
the H2 0. The solvation time for the electron originating
from the OH- was also found to differ from that from neat
water. These results are inconsistent with continuum
theories of electron salvation, which predict that there will
be almost no change in the observed solvation dynamics.65

We thus conclude that molecular effects are playing a large
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Fig. 10. Appearance of solvated electron in water following ejec-
tion from a chloride ion (filled squares) and from a neutral water
molecule (diamonds). The line that connects the neat-water data
was drawn to aid the viewer. The signals occur with average rise
times of 350 and 500 fsec, respectively. Both experiments were
done at room temperature with a 625-nm probe.
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Fig. 11. Decay of solvated electron that originates from a Cl- ion.
Superimposed is a plot (dotted curve) of the diffusive recombina-
tion of hard spheres, with the following parameters: The mutual
diffusion coefficient D = 0.7 x 10-4 cm2/sec; the initial separa-
tion of the two species, with respect to their centers, R = 8.5 A;
the reaction radius r = 3 A.

role in the electron-solvation dynamics. If the electron
that is ejected from the state of charge transfer to the sol-
vent spectrum is near the atom, then the solvent structure
around the previously solvated species can greatly influ-
ence the solvation dynamics. As discussed in our previous
paper, in our multiphotonionization experiments the elec-
tron thermalization distance is shown to be -15 A.'0 At
these larger electron-atom separations, much smaller local
solvent effects would be expected.

At longer times, decays are seen in the solvated-electron
absorption signal (Fig. 11). The decays seen in NaCl,
NaOH, and neat water are all different from one an-
other."" 12 It is known that solvated electrons do not react
with Na', Cl-, or OH- ions on the time scale of these ex-
periments.4 With the additional fact that no concentra-
tion dependence was seen in the decay, the possibility that
the solvated-electron reacts with the Na' or the Cl- ions is
discounted; concentrations of as much as 1 /.tM were
studied. Therefore we conclude that the observed decays
are due to geminate recombination of the electron with
the Cl atom or the OH radical that is formed on photode-
tachment of the electron by the UV pulse. The marked
differences that we observed between the neat water and
the ionic solution experiments are thus expected, since in
the former the electron recombines with an ion, whereas
in the latter the electron recombines with a neutral.

We have compared our data with values predicted by a
continuum diffusion model of neutral-pair recombination;
see Subsection 3.B. We see from Fig. 11 that the best fit
that we can obtain by using Eq. (9) is poor. The fit was
not significantly improved by using a distribution. Al-
though we have not completed a quantitative comparison,
we find that the molecular theory of Northrup and Hynes
yields a trend that is consistent with our results.66 That
is, at short times a larger amount of recombination takes
place than would be predicted by continuum theories. It
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should, however, be noted that there will be a force of at-
traction between the electron and the atom because of the
polarizibility of the Cl atom. At the earliest times, i.e.,
before the water molecules rearrange around the nascent
Cl atom, there is a strong attractive force between the
electron and neutral hole because of polarization forces.
We are at present investing these possibilities because
they may be the origin of the observed fast recombination.

5. SUMMARY

We have used femtosecond spectroscopy to study electrons
in a variety of liquid environments. Geminate electron-
cation recombination has been observed in polar and non-
polar liquids. The observed recombination kinetics in
neat alkanes are found to agree well with the Onsager
model of ion-pair recombination. This model includes the
assumption that the motion of the electron can be treated
classically as a Brownian particle in a Coulombic force
field. Our results suggest that the quantum-mechanical
nature of the electron is important in determining the
electron's spectral and transport properties but is not vital
in the description of its motion on the time scale of the
electron-cation recombination.

The recombination of solvated electrons in water is
more complex. Good agreement was found between the
Onsager model and the recombination data in D20;
however, the agreement between the model and the recom-
bination in H2 0 was not satisfactory. Estimates of the
electron thermalization distance that use the Onsager
model indicate that it is quite short, 12.4 ± 0.3 A for D2 0
and 11.5 ± 0.5 A for H20. Our experiments indicate that
there is an isotope dependence for the electron thermal-
ization length. The larger thermalization length found in
D2 0 is attributed to an energy-transfer effect. Whether a
continuum description of the solvent is truly appropriate
for the description of geminate recombination kinetics at
such small distances is not known. Certainly the finite
sizes of the solvated electron and the hydronium cation
must be considered in more detail. An improved model
would account for the known reaction of the solvated elec-
tron and the OH radical in addition to finite size effects.
Further work is planned in this direction.

Electron-solvation dynamics were studied in neat water
and in aqueous solution. The formation, decay, and ab-
sorption spectra of the wet electron in neat water were
measured. By the discovery of an isosbestic wavelength,
the formation of the solvated electron from the wet elec-
tron was shown to involve only two states; i.e., the transi-
tion from the wet electron to the solvated electron is not
continuous. This is fundamentally inconsistent with the
dielectric relaxation model of solvation dynamics. The
picture of the wet electron as an excited state of the
solvated electron was presented. Therefore the rate-
limiting step in the electron-solvation dynamics is an
internal conversion, which is consistent with the nonadia-
batic process proposed by Rossky and Schnitker.2 9 In ad-
dition, an isotopic dependence of the electron-solvation
dynamics has been found in neat water and in D20.

Studies of photodetachment from simple ions in water
have shown that the electron that originates from a neu-
tral H2 0 molecule and that from a simple ion such as Cl-

have distinctly different solvation dynamics. This is not
predicted by the DCM of solvation. A fraction of the elec-
trons that are photodetached from the ion after solvation
is observed to recombine with the parent atom. The ob-
served kinetics are not consistent with continuum models
of recombination. We believe that these deviations are
due to short-range molecular effects.
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